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A Guide to the Hacking Underworld You Have Never Heard Before! Hackers have always been a
closed, secretive circle, wary of infiltrators and keeping their secrets completely hidden from the
public eye until now! This book blows the lid open on the dark side of the hacking world, bringing all
of the shadowy secrets, tools of the trade, malicious methods, and high-stakes multi-millionaire
lifestyles of hackers out into the open! Each chapter gives you unprecedented access to the
cunning tricks, psychological manipulation, and malware that hackers could be using against you
right now! In this eye-opening guide, I bring you: An introduction to the secretive world of hacking.
The types of hackers that pose a threat to you, and their various motivations. The different tools,
methods, and tricks these hackers could use against you. How a hacker could be literally watching
your every move and listening to your every breath through your computer! How anyone could be
the hacker next door! The cunning techniques dangerous hackers use to access your private
information and step-by-step explanations of their hacks. Hacker tips and tutorials that take YOU
inside the hack and put the power in your hands! How to avoid, prevent, and fight back against
potential hacking campaigns. And much more! Don't stay in the dark about the menacing methods
of malicious black hat hackers. Act now to learn inside knowledge about their hacks and how to use
their own tricks against them to protect your precious assets and stay safe!
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This is not your typical "hacker" book. The author doesn't claim that his book will turn you into a

hacking superstar who will burst through security barriers and steal millions of dollars or whatever.
I've seen books like that, believe me. This book is aimed at protecting yourself from malicious attack
online, from stealing your private data and sensitive stuff from your computer and network. I really
loved the precise, no-nonsense advice and step-by-step guides for various things you can do to
protect yourself. I knew some of it, but most of the things are new to me and I will definitely look into
it.There is some really important stuff in this book and it is essential to be aware of the dangers of
online world. We don't have to be paranoid, but knowledge is power. Use it to be safe.

A lot of things get created for good, but then they end up being used for all the bad in the world
mostly. Hacking is a useful tool for authentic users, but it is also useful to criminals. This book tells a
story of how hacking is used for bad in many instances. This can help you be more alert and more
aware of the dangers that hacking poses. Hacking is one of those things we shrug off as something
in the movies until our bank details get stolen or our identities are used without our knowledge. It is
very important to be informed and alert when it comes to these things; better safe than sorry.

My first thought as I read through this book was, "wow! how can I ever counter all of these things if
am not a computer nerd?". This book is worth every penny I purchased it for. It has taught me a lot
about hacking, there are a lot of things I do not take seriously when I browse the internet and then
there are other things like security codes and passwords that I consider to be very important, right
now I cannot decided what is more important as everything can be easily hacked. I will have to do
more study so that along with this book, I will be able to strengthen my internet security.This is a
great book and I highly recommend it to all.

We all know hacking is getting popular now and I want to know how I can prevent hacking so that
my accounts and everything in my computer are safe. My friend suggested me this book and I got it
now. This book shows the types of hackers that pose a threat to me. I learned the different tools,
tricks, and methods that a hacker could use to me. There are great tips in this book to avoid hackers
and I need to apply it now. I will follow the tutorials carefully. I wish some parts of this book are
explained well or use different terms because I had a hard time understanding them.

I prefer this hacking book than the previous hacking book I've read.Its content is more in-depth and
its information is urging its reader to be knowledgeable on the varied types of hackers and the
malicious system they used- and to know as well and implement the tips and techniques mentioned

in shielding your devices from unethical hackers. I also liked the chapter on the tales of those
well-known hackers that I never heard of before.Overall, the book had great info in my opinion.

Iâ€™m not a techie and depends upon my husband to look out for our computerâ€™s privacy and
security settings. Itâ€™s good to know these things myself so I can better protect my own accounts.
I really started to become conscious of my digital footprint after reading reports on identity theft and
phishing. I will surely share this book with my hubby. Recommended to all, forewarned is forearmed.

Great! The principle of this concept is know your enemy and know your book so that you can defend
yourself from any danger. Hackers are everywhere and all of as are prone to be victimized of this
new crime trend. Mike Mason shares highly recommendable book that teaches as how to secure
our accounts from hackers. The author also presented the concept that it is not necessary for as to
be an internet or computer expert just to defend our accounts.

I really liked this guide to setting up your own sustainable home produce system, even in a small
space, even on a modest scale. It is a concept that will appeal to many people and the book lays
out the starting point so anyone can give it a go. The information on the basics was really logically
set out and easy to follow.
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